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Some coherent-states aspects of the electron nuclear dynamics theory: past and present

Jorge A. Morales*

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Texas Tech University, Box 41061, Lubbock, TX, 79409-1061, USA

(Received 24 May 2010; final version received 27 July 2010)

Past and present coherent-states (CS) efforts with the electron nuclear dynamics (END) theory at its simplest
level (SL-END) are reviewed. END is a time-dependent, variational, non-adiabatic, direct-dynamics method that
describes simultaneously the nuclei and electrons of a molecular system. Within that characterization, SL-END
adopts a classical-mechanics description for the nuclei and a quantum single-determinantal representation for the
electrons. From its very inception, SL-END has been associated with the CS theory. CS sets are continuous and
over-complete sets that satisfy the resolution of identity with a positive measure. Different CS sets can play an
astonishing number of roles within SL-END that have several practical consequences. Originally, SL-END
utilized the canonical and Thouless CS sets to correctly represent the nuclear and electronic parts of the SL-END
wavefunction, respectively, thus defining a proper phase space for the SL-END dynamical equations. Later,
canonical and rotational CS sets were used for reconstructing quantum vibrational and quantum rotational
descriptions from the SL-END classical nuclear dynamics. That development proved essential to calculate
state-resolved properties in ion-molecule and atom-molecule collisions with SL-END. Present CS efforts include
a time-dependent Kohn-Sham density-functional-theory direct-dynamic method in the END framework and a
CS approach to the charge-equilibration model inter alia.

Keywords: electron nuclear dynamics theory; coherent-states theory; direct-dynamics method

1. Introduction

The author of this article was a chemistry PhD student

in the Quantum Theory Project (QTP), University of

Florida, under the supervision of Professor N. Yngve

Öhrn and Dr. Erik Deumens from 1991 to 1997, and

investigated some coherent-states aspects of the elec-

tron nuclear dynamics theory as part of his PhD

research. During his time at the QTP, the author also

participated in several Sanibel Symposia, both as a

gofer and as an attendant. Since his graduation, the

author has developed other coherent-states aspects and

models of the same theory.
The electron nuclear dynamics (END) theory [1–3]

by Öhrn and Deumens is indisputably one of the most

important contributions in the field of chemical dynam-

ics originated in the QTP. It is challenging to elucidate

END in a few words and no explanation on my part can

substitute the enlightening reviews written by the END

creators [1–3]. Nevertheless, one can capture most of the

essence of END by drawing attention to its direct-

dynamics nature. Direct-dynamics methods [4–8] are

those where the forces acting among the reaction

participants are calculated ‘on the fly’, as the reaction

simulation proceeds. Such an approach avoids the

cumbersome predetermination of complete potential
energy surfaces (PES), as is the case for more traditional
approaches to dynamics. In a sense, a direct-dynamics
simulation replicates the spontaneity of a chemical
reaction by progressing without the intermediation of
pre-calculated PES. Although END was not the first
direct-dynamics method ever conceived [4–8], it stands
out from its predecessors by its unique attributes. In
that regard, END is a time-dependent, variational, non-
adiabatic, direct-dynamics method that describes simul-
taneously the nuclei and electrons of a molecular
system. END starts by prescribing a trial total
wavefunction j�ENDi for both the nuclear and elec-
tronic degrees of freedom. Then, the END dynamical
equations are obtained by applying the time-dependent
variational principle (TDVP) [9] to j�ENDi. That
procedure involves the quantum action AEND

AEND ��END,�END

� �
¼

Z t2

t1

dtLEND ��END,�END

� �
ð1Þ

with quantum Lagrangian LEND

LEND ��END,�END

� �
¼ �ENDh ji

@

@t
� ĤTotal �ENDj i

� �ENDh j�ENDi
�1 ð2Þ
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where ĤTotal is the total Hamiltonian. Following the
TDVP [9], the END dynamical equations are obtained
by imposing the stationary condition onto AEND

�AEND ��END,�END

� �
¼ �

Z t2

t1

dtLEND ��END,�END

� �
¼ 0

ð3Þ

with the boundary conditions �j�ENDðt1Þi ¼
�j�ENDðt2Þi ¼ 0 at the endpoints. Equation (3) leads
to a set of Euler–Lagrange equations for the varia-
tional parameters of j�ENDi that determine j�ENDi

0s
time evolution. Within the above characterization,
END is conceived not as one model, but as a hierarchy
of related models ordered by the level of sophistication
of the nuclear and electronic descriptions imparted on
j�ENDi [3]. The END models are formulated by
adapting various electronic structure methodologies
(e.g. the Hartree–Fock (HF) [1,10] and the multi-
configuration self-consistent field [10,11] methods) into
the nuclear and the electronic parts of j�ENDi.
The implied extension of electronic-structure methods
to nuclei via wavefunctions with nuclear molecular
orbitals is akin to contemporaneous efforts in the
time-independent realm [12,13]. From its base, the
END hierarchy starts with the simplest-level END
(SL-END) [1–3]. SL-END adopts a trial total wave-
function j�SL�ENDi¼ j�Ni �ej i, where the nuclear
wavefunction j�Ni is a product of frozen, narrow-
width, Gaussian wave packets, and the electronic
wavefunction j�ei is a single-determinantal state.
j�Ni is actually used in the zero limit of the wave
packets widths so that j�Ni provides a classical-
mechanics description for the nuclei. Due to suitable
parameterizations in j�Ni and j�ei, the SL-END
dynamical equations exhibit a generalized symplectic
form [9] that resembles the classical Hamilton equa-
tions [14] (see Section 2.1). Despite its deceiving
simplicity, SL-END can appropriately describe a
wealth of chemical phenomena. In fact, SL-END is
the most utilized version of END and has proven
accurate for the simulation of proton-molecule
(HþþH2[15,16], HþþCH4 [17], HþþH2O[18],
HþþC2H2 [19,20], HþþHF [21], HþþCF4 [22]),
hydrogen-molecule (HþD2[23], HþHOD[24]), and
molecule-molecule (D2þNHþ3 [25]) reactions, and
intramolecular processes [26] inter alia.

END is a wide-ranging methodology that has
efficiently combined various theoretical and computa-
tional features into its structure. Therefore, there are
numerous aspects of END that can motivate enlight-
ening commentaries and further developments. Out of
many possible aspects, this article will only examine
past and present coherent-states (CS) [27] efforts

with SL-END. The concentration on SL-END alone
is certainly justified by its predominance and adequacy
to describe chemical processes, as discussed previously.
However, the CS theory is also relevant for the
higher-level versions of END (e.g. the vector CS
formulation of the multi-configurational END [10]),
but those more advanced developments will not be
considered here. A complete account of the CS theory
within the SL-END context is given in Section 2.2.
However, at this point, it suffices to know that CS are
sets of functions that (1) are continuous with respect to
some parameters and (2) satisfy the resolution of
identity with an appropriate measure, which in most
cases is positive [27]. Due to those properties and
others, the CS sets form continuous and over-complete
basis sets in contrast to the discrete and (in principle)
complete basis sets usually employed in quantum
chemistry. Within the provided definition, various
types of CS sets have been formulated, and the
reader is referred to the book by Klauder and
Skagerstam [27] for a complete survey of the different
CS sets. However, for SL-END, three CS sets turn out
to be relevant: (1) The canonical CS set [27] associated
with the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, (2) a rota-
tional CS set [28] associated with the rotational
Hamiltonian, and (3) the Thouless CS set [27] associ-
ated with electronic single-determinantal states
(e.g. j�ei of SL-END); those CS sets are explained in
detail in Section 2.2. In the context of SL-END, those
CS sets can play three important roles: (1) when used
to represent the SL-END wavefunctionj�SL�ENDi, the
canonical and Thouless CS sets furnish their CS
parameters as the j�SL�ENDi variational parameters
that define an adequate phase space for the SL-END
dynamical equations via the TDVP [1–3], (2) when
used to analyse the SL-END wavefunctionj�SL�ENDi,
the canonical and the rotational CS sets permit
reconstructing some degree of quantum description
from the SL-END classical nuclear dynamics [15,16,28]
(that procedure provides quantum vibrational and
quantum rotational transition probabilities for
state-resolved properties), (3) when used as continuous
and over-complete sets, the three CS sets permit
deriving the SL-END dynamical equations from a CS
path-integral representation of the propagator [27].
This last aspect is important to bring about fruitful
interactions between SL-END and semiclassical
approaches that utilize the canonical CS set to repre-
sent the propagator [29,30]. The three roles of the CS
sets in SL-END will be discussed in Section 2 (Roles
1 and 2) and in Section 3 (Role 3).

The CS theory has a long history in physics and has
found a vast array of applications in mathematical
physics, condensed matter theory, atomic physics,
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nuclear physics, and quantum field theory [27].
In theoretical chemistry, the use of CS sets is more
recent and restricted; however, in view of some aspects
to be discussed here, the CS theory has a promising
future in that field. END has made several important
contributions concerning the utilization of CS sets in
theoretical chemistry. However, END is not the only
method that employs CS in that field and has taken
inspiration from earlier CS efforts. For instance, the
SL-END use of canonical CS as the wave packets in
j�Ni has a precedent in the semiclassical wave packets
dynamics of Heller [31]. The use of the canonical CS
set to reconstruct some quantum vibrational descrip-
tion from classical dynamics was pioneered by the
DECENT method of Gentry and Giese [32].
The rotational CS [28] used for reconstructing some
quantum rotational description from classical dynam-
ics followed from an earlier rotational CS set devel-
oped by Janssen [33]. The Thouless CS set found many
applications in nuclear physics (e.g. to determine the
stability of the HF equations, to formulate nuclear
dynamics, etc.) [34], which were later extended to
analogous electronic-structure problems. As men-
tioned earlier, the canonical CS path-integral repre-
sentation of the propagator was utilized in the context
of the semiclassical theory by Herman and Kluk [29]
and by and Miller [30]. However, despite all the
mentioned predecessors, the CS aspects of SL-END
exhibit a high level of originality because of two main
features. First, SL-END utilizes several types of CS
sets -some preexisting (canonical and Thouless CS sets)
and some originally formulated (rotational CS set [28]
and recent developments [35] – for all the types of
particles in a molecular system (nuclei and electrons)
and for all types of degrees of freedom (translational,
rotational, vibrational and electronic). In contrast, all
previous CS efforts in theoretical chemistry utilized
only one type of CS set at a time, in most cases being
the ordinary canonical CS set [29,30]. Second,
SL-END utilizes the previous CS sets within its
advanced direct-dynamics framework. In contrast,
most previous CS efforts in theoretical chemistry
utilized CS sets in conjunction with pre-calculated or
model PES [31].

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
some past CS efforts with the SL-END theory devel-
oped by the author as a PhD student will be reviewed
[15–18,28,36]. That survey includes a brief discussion
of the SL-END theory itself (Section 2.1), a detailed
discussion of the CS sets relevant for SL-END
(Section 2.2), and a detailed discussion of the use of
those CS sets for SL-END simulations (Section 2.3).
In Section 3, some present CS efforts with the SL-END
theory under current development in the author’s

research group will be reviewed. Those efforts
include a time-dependent density-functional-theory
direct-dynamics method in the SL-END framework
[37], a novel CS approach [35] to charge-equilibration
models via the valence-bond theory [10], and a CS
path-integral approach to SL-END inter alia [20–22].

2. Past CS Efforts with the SL-END Theory

2.1. The SL-END theory

For the sake of clarity, it is convenient to discuss first
the SL-END theory without reference to the CS
theory. With SL-END so explained, it will be easier
to analyze its subsequent CS aspects in Section 2.2.
As discussed before, SL-END [1–3] adopts a classical-
mechanics description for the nuclei and a quantum
single-determinantal representation for the electrons.
Having a molecular system with NN nuclei and Ne

electrons, and with total Hamiltonian ĤTotal, the
SL-END total trial wavefunction j�SL�ENDi is the
product of a nuclear j�Ni and an electronic j�ei

wavefunction: j�SL�ENDi ¼ j�Nij�ei:j�Ni is the prod-
uct of 3NN frozen, narrow-width, 1-D Gaussian wave
packets:

�Nj i ¼ R,Pj i ¼
Y3NN

i¼1

RiPij i ¼
Y3NN

i¼1

exp �
Xi � Ri

2DRi

� �2
"

þ iPi Xi � Rið Þ� ð4Þ

with average positions Ri, average conjugate momenta
Pi, and widths DRi; Ri and Pi are the variational
parameters of j�Ni ¼ jR,Pi � j�Ni will be treated
under the TDVP in the limit of zero widths DRi;
under those conditions, j�Ni renders a nuclear classical
dynamics in terms of the positions and momenta
fRiðtÞ,PiðtÞg [1–3,14] [cf. Equation (9)]. The electronic
wavefunction j�ei is a single-determinantal state jz,Ri
in the Thouless representation [38]. To construct that
state, K creation and annihilation operators byi and bi
of Ne occupied f h ¼ �h��g and K�Ne virtual
f p ¼ �p��g orthonormal molecular spin-orbitals
(MSO) are considered. Taking j0i ¼ byNe

. . . by1jvaci as
a reference, the Thouless single-determinantal state
j�ei ¼ jz,Ri is [38]:

�ej i ¼ z,Rj i ¼ det �hð Þ ¼ exp
XK

p¼Neþ1

XNe

h¼1

zphb
y
pbh

 !
0j i;

�h ¼  h þ
XK

p¼Neþ1

zph p 1 � h � Neð Þ ð5Þ

where f�hg are the dynamical spin-orbitals (DSO)
[1,38] in terms of the complex-valued Thouless
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parameters fzphg. Those parameters and the nuclear
positions fRig are the variational parameters of
j�ei ¼ jz,Ri. The MSO f ig ¼ f h, pg used for jz,Ri
are of a HF type, obtained from the standard time-
independent HF equations. The HF MSO are con-
structed with standard atomic basis set functions
centred on the moving nuclear wave packets. For
that reason, the HF MSO, DSO, and jz,Ri depend
upon the nuclear positions{Ri}. The HF MSO and
DSO are unrestricted with respect to spin so that jz,Ri
can properly describe bond-breaking and bond-form-
ing processes, at least qualitatively. While the HFMSO
are fully orthogonal, the DSO are non-orthogonal
within spin blocks as can be seen from Equation (5).

The Thouless representation of a single-
determinantal state has been profusely applied in
nuclear physics [34], and END has further extended its
use to chemical dynamics. The advantages of utilizing a
non-standard Thouless single-determinantal state in
TDVP treatments is summarized below, but more
detailed discussions can be found in Ref. [1–3,9,34].
The Thouless representation permits expressing all the
single-determinantal states jz,Ri from a reference j0i
that are non-orthogonal to j0i in terms of a minimum
number of continuous and complex-valued parameters
{zph} with a given basis set of rank K [34]. Those
minimum-number or non-redundant parameters {zph}
provide a one-to-one mapping between them and the
non-equivalent states jz,Ri up to a normalization
constant and global phase factor. Therefore, the
Thouless representation allows an unequivocal sam-
pling of all the non-equivalent single-determinantal
states from j0i during a variational procedure. If those
single-determinantal states were parameterized in terms
of the atomic coefficients of theirMSO, there would not
be a one-to-one mapping between those coefficients and
the states because the former can be changed by unitary
transformations among occupied MSO while the state
remains unchanged. That invariance indicates that the
MSO atomic coefficients are redundant parameters to
express single-determinantal states. Redundant param-
eters not only preclude a one-to-one mapping that
distinguish non-equivalent states but also lead to
numerical instabilities during dynamics [1]. Those
instabilities are avoided by the Thouless representation
through its non-redundant parameterization.
Moreover, the continuous and complex-valued
Thouless parameters permit expressing the electronic
dynamics in terms of pairs of generalized conjugate
variables {zph(t), z

�
phðtÞg[1–3,9] that play an analogous

role to that of the nuclear conjugate variables
{Ri(t),Pi(t)} [14] (See below).

The SL-END dynamical equations are obtained by
subjecting the trial wavefunction j�SL�ENDi to the

TDVP [1–3,9] with respect to its variational parameters

{Ri(t),Pi(t), zph(t),z
�
phðtÞg (cf. Equations (1) and (2)).

The quantum Lagrangian LSL�END, Equation (2),

involving the SL-END wavefunction j�SL�ENDi is in

the limit of zero widths DRi of j�Ni (cf. Ref. [2])

LSL�END R,P,z,z�½ � ¼
X3NN

j¼1

Pjþ
i

2

@ lnS

@Rj
�
@ lnS

@R0j

 !" #
_Rj

þ
i

2

XK�Ne,Ne

p,h

@ lnS

@zph
_zph�

@ lnS

@z�ph
_z�ph

 !

�ETotal R,P,z,z
�½ � ð6Þ

where ETotal is the total energy, and S ¼ hz0,R0jz,Ri.

The former is

ETotal ¼ �SL�ENDh jĤTotal �SL�ENDj i=

�SL�ENDh j�SL�ENDi

¼
XNN

i¼1

P2
i

2Mi
þ

XNN

i¼1, j4 i

ZiZj

Ri � Rj

�� ��þ Ee R, z, z
�½ � ð7Þ

where the first and second terms in the last line are the

classical nuclear kinetic and nuclear repulsive energies,

respectively, and Ee is the electronic energy. Following

TDVP, the stationary condition on the quantum action

ASL�END½R,P, z, z
�� with the usual boundary condi-

tions renders the SL-END dynamical equations as a

set of Euler-Lagrange equations for the variational

parameters f�iðtÞg ¼ fRiðtÞ,PiðtÞ, zphðtÞ, z
�
phðtÞg [1–3,9]

@LSL�END

@�i
�

d

dt

@LSL�END

@ _�i

� �
¼ 0 ð8Þ

that in matrix form is

iC 0 iCR 0

0 �iC� �iC�R 0

iCyR �iCT
R CRR �I

0 0 I 0

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

dz

dt

dz�

dt

dR

dt

dP

dt

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775
¼

@ETotal

@z�

@ETotal

@z

@ETotal

@R

@ETotal

@P

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
ð9Þ

with dynamic metric matrices:

ðCXYÞik, jl ¼ �2Im
@2 lnS

@Xik@Yjl

����
R0¼R

;

ðCXik
Þph ¼

@2 lnS

@z�ph@Xik

�����
R0¼R

;

Cph,qg ¼
@2 lnS

@z�ph@zqg

�����
R0¼R

ð10Þ
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Equation (9) is a quantum generalization of the
classical Hamilton equations in symplectic notation
[9,14]. More precisely, Equation (9) expresses the
coupled nuclear classical dynamics and electronic
quantum dynamics in a generalized symplectic nota-
tion [9,14] via the pairs of conjugate variables
fRiðtÞ,PiðtÞg, and fzphðtÞ, z�phðtÞg of the wavefunction
phase space [2,9].

In a SL-END simulation, the reactants are pre-
pared in the initial electronic state jzðiÞ,RðiÞi with initial
positions and momenta fR

ðiÞ
i g and fP

ðiÞ
i g that define the

initial total wavefunction j�
ðiÞ
SL�ENDi. The initial

Thouless parameters can be taken as zðiÞ¼0 so that
jzðiÞ ¼ 0,RðiÞi ¼ j0i (cf. Equation (5)). That reference j0i
is a standard HF single-determinantal state con-
structed with orthogonal HF MSOf hg that satisfy
the time-independent HF equation. As the simulation
proceeds according to Equation (9), the parameters
fzphðtÞg will become non-zero and the single-
determinant state jz,Ri will take its general
form, Equation (5). In the end, the final parame-
tersfR

ð f Þ
i ,P

ð f Þ
i , z

ð f Þ
ph and z

ð f Þ�
ph g determine the final total

wavefunction j�
ð f Þ
SL�ENDi from which several reaction

properties can be obtained (e.g. products prediction,
energy transfers, differential and integral cross
sections, etc.).

2.2. The CS sets relevant for the SL-END theory

Having reviewed SL-END, a discussion of the CS
theory can be presented. The most accepted definition
of CS has been given by Klauder [27]: A set of states
fj�iig in a Hilbert space that depend on a set of
parameters f�ig form a CS set if those states satisfy two
conditions: (1) The continuity condition, i.e., the states
fj�iigare continuous with respect to their parameters
f�ig; and (2) the resolution of identity condition,
1̂¼

R
d� �ið Þj�ii �ih j, with a positive measure d� �ið Þ4 0.

In some CS sets [28,33], the second condition adopts a
weaker formulation [27] whereby the resolution of
identity can be achieved with an indefinite measure
(i.e. d� �ið Þ can be positive or negative with different
values of its arguments f�ig). Since the CS sets are
usually non-orthogonal (h�ij�

0

i

�
6¼0), the two CS condi-

tions imply that the CS form a continuous and
over-complete set [27]. Various types of CS sets have
been formulated within the previous definition [27], but
only those relevant to SL-END will be discussed here.

From its inception, SL-END has included two
types of CS sets in its formalism [1]. First, each
Gaussian wave packet fjRi,Piig in j�Ni, Equation(4),
is a (un-normalized) member of a canonical CS set
expressed with real CS parameters f�ig¼ fRi,Pig [27].

The canonical CS set admits an equivalent
complex parameterization: fjZii, Zi¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi!i=2
p

Riþ

i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=2mi!i

p
Pig, where the masses mi and angular

frequencies !i are those of 1-D harmonic oscillator
Hamiltonians ĤHO (See next paragraph for more
details). The canonical CS set has a positive measure
that in its complex parameterization is d� Zið Þ ¼

1
�

dReZidImZi [27]. Second, the Thouless single-deter-
minantal state jz,Ri, Equation (5), is a (un-normalized)
member of the Thouless CS set [27]: fjzig with complex
CS parameters f�ig ¼ fzphg. The Thouless CS set admits
an equivalent real parameterization, somewhat analo-
gous to the Ri�Pi parameterization of the canonical
CS set, which need not be considered further in the
present context. The Thouless CS set has a positive
measure whose expression is given in Ref. [27].
The canonical and Thouless CS sets are explicitly
associated with SL-END [1]. However, a third and
non-obvious rotational CS set [28] should be brought
to the SL-END formalism to complete its dynamical
description as discussed below.

Some CS sets satisfy additional conditions to those
in the CS definition [27]. However, only the quasi-
classical condition [39] is relevant here. Taking as an
example a generic and normalized CS set fjqi, piig with
a real qi-pi parameterization, that set is quasi-classical
with respect to a Hamiltonian Ĥ if the CS average
positions hx̂ji ¼ hqiðtÞ, pi tð Þjx̂jjqiðtÞ, piðtÞi ¼ qj ðtÞ and
momenta h p̂ji¼ hqiðtÞ, pi tð Þj p̂jjqiðtÞ, piðtÞi ¼ pj ðtÞ evolve
in time with Ĥ according to the classical Hamilton
equations: _qi¼ @Hðqi,piÞ=@pi and _pi¼�@Hðqi, piÞ=@qi,
where Hðqi, piÞ¼hqiðtÞ, pi tð ÞjĤjqiðtÞ, piðtÞi. For instance,
the canonical CS set fjRi,Piig is quasi-classical with
respect to a 1-D harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian ĤHO

with mass mi and angular frequency !i [27,39].
In contrast, the Thouless CS set is not quasi-classical
with respect to the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥe or to any
other chemically relevant Hamiltonian. The divergent
quasi-classical status of the canonical and Thouless CS
sets is somewhat reflected by the fact that they lead in
SL-END to classical and quantum dynamics for the
nuclei and electrons, respectively. A great advantage of
quasi-classical CS sets is that they permit reconstruct-
ing some degree of quantum description from classical
dynamics [15,16,28]. In SL-END, the zero-width limit
applied to all the Gaussian wave packets (¼ canonical
CS) of j�Ni renders them as Dirac delta functions that
lose most of the quantum nature of the original finite-
width wave packets. The CS quantum reconstruction
procedure for SL-END can be illustrated for the case
of the vibrational motion of a diatomic molecule AB
simulated with SL-END [15,16]. At any time of that
vibration, a canonical CS (¼ Gaussian wave packet)
jZVibi, ZVib¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mAB!AB=2
p

RVibþi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=2mAB!AB

p
PVib,
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with mass mAB and angular frequency !AB correspond-

ing to the molecule AB effective mass and vibrational

angular frequency, respectively, can be reconstructed

so that its quasi-classical vibrational motion in terms

of its parameters RVib and PVib matches completely the

SL-END classical vibrational motion of AB along its

bond (i.e., RVib tð Þ ¼DRAB tð Þ and PVib tð Þ ¼PAB tð Þ

thenceforth). Moreover, that dynamically matched

canonical CS admits a resolution into the vibrational

eigenstates jvi, v¼ 0, 1, 2, . . .) of the moleculeAB[27]

ZVibj i ¼ exp �
1

2
ZVibj j2

� �X
v¼0

Zn
Vibffiffiffiffi
v!
p vj i: ð11Þ

Therefore, the probability Pv to find the SL-END-

simulated molecule AB in its vibrational eigenstate jvi

is given by a Poisson distribution

Pv ¼ exp � ZVibj j2
	 
 ZVibj j2v

v!

¼ exp �EVib=!ABð Þ
EVib=!ABð Þ

v

v!
;

EVib ¼ !AB ZVibj j2¼
1

2mAB
P2
AB þ

1

2
mAB!

2
ABR

2
AB ð12Þ

where EVib is the SL-END classical vibrational energy

of the molecule AB. Notice that in this quantum

reconstruction procedure a molecule in the vibrational

ground state j0i corresponds to a zero SL-END

vibrational motion (EVib¼ 0)Pv ¼ �0v in

Equation (12)). The described quantum reconstruction

procedure for the vibration of a diatomic molecule can

be generalized straightforwardly to each of the vibra-

tional normal modes of a polyatomic molecule [36].

The reconstructed quantum vibrational probabilities

from SL-END are accurate for the case of vibrations

induced on molecules by collisions with ions or atoms

at intermediate and high collision energies

(see Section 2.3 for examples). The described quantum

reconstruction procedure assumes classical harmonic

vibrations in the simulated molecules; those vibrations

can be properly matched with the quasi-classical

harmonic vibrations of the canonical CS based on a

harmonic Hamiltonian ĤHO. In case of anharmonic

vibrations, CS sets based on anharmonic Hamiltonians

can be used instead [36] (e.g. Nieto CS set based on the

Morse potential [40]).
The reconstruction of some degree of quantum

description for classical nuclear vibrations [15,16]

prompted the question about whether an analogous

procedure can be devised for classical nuclear rota-

tions. That question was answered positively

with the development of a nearly quasi-classical

rotational CS set fjxyzig [28]:

xyz
�� �

¼ exp �
1

2
y
�� ��2 1þ xj j2

	 
2
1þ zj j2
	 
2� �

�
X
IMK

2I !ð Þ½ �
2

IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ! Iþ Kð Þ! I� Kð Þ!

 �1=2

�
x IþMð ÞyIz IþKð Þ

I !ð Þ1=2
IMKj i ð13Þ

where x, y, and z are the CS complex parameters, and
jIMK i (I¼ 0, 1, 2 . . . ; M, K¼ 0,�1,�2, . . .�I ) are the
eigenstates of a symmetric-rotor Hamiltonian ĤRot.
fjxyzig also admits an equivalent real parameterization
[28]. This rotational CS set was developed from an
earlier rotational CS set formulated by Janssen [33].
The Janssen rotational CS set involved abstract rota-
tional eigenstatesjIMK i with both integer
and half-integer quantum numbers (I¼ 0, 1/2,
1, 3/2 . . . etc.) and was therefore inapplicable to rota-
tions in real space. Conversely, the present rotational
CS involves eigenstatesjIMK i with integer quantum
number alone and is therefore applicable to rotations
in real space. Both Janssen and the present rotational
CS sets have indefinite measures whose expressions can
be found in Refs. [33] and [28], respectively. The
present rotational CS jxyzi evolves quasi-classically
with the symmetric-rotor Hamiltonian ĤRot for a short
period of time if the CS total angular momentum
average estimated as hxyzjL̂2jxyzi1=2 satisfies the con-
dition: hxyzjL̂2jxyzi1=2	 �h (Atomic units are dropped
in that comparison) [28]. In that regime, the rotational
CS obeys the Euler equations of rotation from classical
mechanics [14,28]. The condition hxyzjL̂2jxyzi1=2	 �h
is met by the relatively fast rotations induced on
molecules by collisions with ions or atoms at interme-
diate and high collision energies. With the present
rotational CS set, a CS quantum reconstruction
procedure for classical rotations [28] can be conducted
similarly to that for classical vibrations. Suppose that
the rotation of a symmetric-rotor molecule is simulated
via SL-END with a total classical angular momen-
tum	�h; then, at any moment of that simulation, a
rotational CS jxyzi can be reconstructed so that its
quasi-classical rotation matches the classical SL-END
rotation of the molecule. Then, the probabilityPIMK to
find the SL-END-simulated symmetric-rotor molecule
in its rotational eigenstate jIMK i is (cf. Equation (13))
[28]

PIMK ¼ exp � y
�� ��2 1þ xj j2

	 
2
1þ zj j2
	 
2h i

�
2I!ð Þ½ �

2

IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ! Iþ Kð Þ! I� Kð Þ!

�
xj j2 IþMð Þ y

�� ��2I zj j2 IþKð Þ

I!
ð14Þ
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Notice that in this quantum reconstruction procedure
a symmetric-rotor molecule in its rotational ground
state j000i corresponds to a zero SL-END rotational
motion (ERot¼ 0)x¼ y¼ z¼ 0)PIMK¼ �0I �0M�0K
in Equation (14) [28]). Cases with spherical-rotor and
linear molecules are subcases that can be treated in a
similar way [28]. More details about this rotational CS
set will be given in Section 2.3.

The CS reconstruction of vibrational and rota-
tional quantum probabilities is relevant for the calcu-
lation of vibrationally- and rotationally-resolved
properties from SL-END simulations [15,16,28].
However, that CS procedure cannot reconstruct
extreme quantum phenomena such as tunnelling. For
those cases, more involved approaches are necessary
(e.g. to adopt a higher-level END model with at least a
nuclear single-determinantal wavefunction [3]).

The Thouless CS set does not exhibit a
quasi-classical behaviour with the electronic
Hamiltonian. However, that is expected since that CS
set should describe quantum electronic dynamics.
Nonetheless, a new CS procedure connecting quantum
and classical descriptions for electrons has been
recently developed [35]; that new CS aspect is discussed
in Section 3.

2.3. Utilization of CS sets in the SL-END theory

After having reviewed the CS sets relevant to SL-END,
their specific utilization in that theory can be discussed.
As stated in the Introduction, one of the roles of the
canonical and the Thouless CS sets is to represent
the total trial SL-END wavefunction j�SL�ENDi

so that their CS parameters as the j�SL�ENDi varia-
tional parameters define an adequate phase space for
the SL-END dynamical equations via the TDVP.
From its inception, SL-END has the canonical and the
Thouless CS included in its formalism to attain those
dynamical features; that CS aspect of SL-END has
been discussed in detail in Section 2.1.

As discussed in the Introduction, the SL-END
method is very accurate to simulate ion-molecule and
atom-molecule collisions at intermediate and high
collision energies. However, numerous experiments
on those systems report quantum rotationally- and/or
vibrationally-resolved properties that the nuclear
classical dynamics of SL-END cannot reproduce.
That shortcoming in the original SL-END method
was overcome through the development of the CS
quantum reconstruction procedures [15,16,28]
explained in Section 2.2. It is quite instructive to outline
now how those CS procedures are applied to the
calculation of rotationally- and vibrationally-resolved

cross sections of ion-molecule and atom-molecule

collisions. Let us consider a travelling atomic ion

Aþ (projectile) colliding with a diatomic molecule

BC (target) for the sake of illustration:

Aþ þ BC Ii ¼Mi ¼ 0, vi ¼ 0, ei ¼ 0ð Þ !

Aq
þ BCr If,Mf, vf, ef

	 

; qþ r ¼ þ1 ð15Þ

where BC is initially at rest in its rotational, vibra-

tional, and electronic ground states; those initial

conditions are usual in many ion-molecule reactions.

Although the example does portray rearrangement

processes (e.g. Aþ þBCðIi ¼Mi ¼ 0, vi ¼ 0, ei ¼ 0!

BqþACr
ðIf,Mf,vf, ef Þ; qþ r¼þ1, etc.), those cases

can be treated similarly to the present non-

rearrangement case. At the initial and final times of a

SL-END simulation, the projectile and target are so

separated that can be considered as isolated species.

For the initial and final isolated target BC in a SL-

END simulation, its nuclear part j�BC
N i of its SL-END

wavefunction j�BC
SL�ENDi¼ j�

BC
N i �BC

e

�� �
can be recon-

structed with finite widths DRi by matching the

positions and momenta fRi,Pig of j�
BC
N i with those

from the SL-END simulation in the zero-widths limit

(cf. Equation (4).). Then, the reconstructed j�BC
N i can

be approximately factorized into translational j�BC
Transi,

rotational j�BC
Roti, and vibrational j�BC

Vibi parts so that

the SL-END wavefunctionj�BC
SL�ENDi becomes [28,36]

�BC
SL�END

�� �
¼ �BC

N

�� �
�BC

e

�� �
¼ �BC

Trans

�� �
�BC

Int

�� �
�BC

e

�� �

 �BC

Trans

�� �
�BC

Rot

�� �
�BC

Vib

�� �
�BC

e

�� �
ð16Þ

wherej�BC
Int i
 j�

BC
Roti �BC

Vib

�� �
contains the parts corre-

sponding to the internal nuclear degrees of freedom.

The lengthy details of the above factorization are given

in [28,36]. In brief, that factorization starts with a

change from the original SL-END nuclear canonical

variables fRi,Pig in the laboratory frame to those of

the centre of mass and of the internal motions of BC

[28,36]. With that change of canonical variables, it is

possible to factorize j�BC
N i as j�BC

N i ¼ j�
BC
Transi �BC

Int

�� �
,

wherej�BC
Transi is a 3-D wave packet describing the

centre of mass translational motion, and j�BC
Int i is an

intricate 3-D wave packet describing the internal

nuclear motions. Then, it is possible to replicate in

j�BC
Int i the approximate separation of the rotational and

vibrational degrees of freedom that is customarily used

in elementary spectroscopy [41]. In that approach, the

rovibrational wavefunction of a molecule BC can be

approximated as the product of independent vibra-

tional jvi and rotational jIMi¼ jIM0i wavefunctions

(Rovibrational coupling and centrifugal distortion

effects are therefore neglected.). In that way, j�BC
Int i

can be approximately factorized as j�BC
Int i
j�

BC
Roti �BC

Vib

�� �
,
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where j�BC
Vibi is 1-D wave packet (¼ canonical CS)

describing the vibrational motion of BC, and j�BC
Roti is

an intricate function describing the rotational motion of
BC [28,36]. �BC

Rot that can be approximated by the

rotational CS of Section 2.2 [28,36], an approach
adopted here henceforth. At the final time of a

SL-END simulation, the final and factorized SL-END
wavefunction j�

BCð f Þ
SL�ENDiof the isolated molecule BC

can be projected onto a wavefunction
j�ð f Þi ¼ j�

ð f Þ
Transij�

f Þið
Rot j�

ð f Þ
Vibij�

fð Þ
e i, where j�

ð f Þ
Transi is a

frozen, narrow-width, 3-D wave packet travelling in the
same scattering direction as the final BC mole-

cule.j�
ð f Þ
Transi carries selected nuclear rotational

j�
ð f Þ
Roti ¼ jIfMfi¼ jIfMf0i and vibrational j�

ð f Þ
Vibi¼ jvfi

eigenstates and a selected electronic HF single-determi-

nantal state j�ð f Þe i ¼ jefi of the molecule BC in its final
configuration. That projection renders the probability

amplitude A
ð f Þ
BC to find the final molecule in the

mentioned eigenstates and state [36]:

A
fð Þ

BC ¼ �
fð Þ

Trans�
fð Þ

Rot�
fð Þ
Vib�

fð Þ
e

D
N�1=2�

BC fð Þ
SL�END

��� E
¼ A

fð Þ
TransA

fð Þ
RotA

fð Þ
VibA

fð Þ
e exp iASL�ENDð Þ ð17Þ

where N�1=2 is the normalization constant
of j�

BCð f Þ
SL�ENDi, A

ð f Þ
Degree¼h�

ð f Þ
Degreej�

BC fð Þ
Degreei (Degree¼

translational, rotational, vibrational, and electronic)
is the probability amplitude of each degree of freedom,

and ASL�END is the SL-END action [28,36] (cf.
Equation (1)). jA

ð f Þ
Transj

2 is basically a Dirac delta

function centred at the final centre of mass position

of BC [36] that renders a value of one in the cases
considered below. jA

ð f Þ
rot j

2¼PIfMf
¼PIfMf0

and

jA
ð f Þ
vib j

2¼Pvf
are the rotational and vibrational CS

probabilities to find the final molecule BC in its

rotational and vibrational eigenstates jIfMfi¼ jIfMf0i
and jvfi, respectively (cf. Equations (12) and (14),

respectively), and jAð f Þe j
2¼Pef

is the probability to find
the final molecule BC in the HF single-determinantal

state j�ð f Þe i ¼ jefi. If BC transfers electrons from or to
Aþ (e.g. AþþBC ðIi ¼Mi ¼ 0,vi ¼ 0,ei ¼ 0Þ! Aþ

BCþðIf,Mf,vf,ef Þ or ! A2þ
þ BC�ðIf,Mf,vf,ef Þ, etc.),

jAð f Þe j
2¼Pef

is related to the probability that those
electron-transfer processes occur. The same factoriza-

tion and projection procedures can be applied to the
initial isolated molecule BC. Considering the process

in Equation (15), the initial molecule BC is prepared in
its rotational jIi ¼ 0 Mi ¼ 0i¼jIi ¼ 0 Mi ¼ 0 K ¼ 0i,

vibrational jvi ¼ 0i, and electronic jei ¼ 0i ground
states so that the probability to find the molecule in

that state is PIi¼0,Mi¼0, vi¼0, ei¼0
¼ jA

ðiÞ
BCj

2¼ 1 (cf.
Equation (17)). At the final time, the probability to

find the molecule in the rotational jIfMfi¼jIfMfK ¼ 0i,

vibrational jvfi, and electronic jefi eigenstates/state is

PIf,Mf, vf, ef
¼jA

fð Þ
BCj

2¼ jA
ð f Þ
rot j

2jA
fð Þ
vib j

2jAð f Þe j
2¼P

ð f Þ
IfMf

P fð Þ
vf
Pð f Þef

.
Therefore, the probability amplitude and probability
of the transition: Ii¼ 0! If, Mi¼ 0!Mf, vi¼ 0! vf,
and ei ¼ 0! ef are A

ð f Þ
BC and PIf,Mf, vf, e

¼ jA
ð f Þ
BCj

2, respec-

tively. The probability amplitude A
ð f Þ
BC thus interpreted

enters into the calculation of state-resolved
cross-sections (cf. Equation (18))

The SL-END calculation of state-resolved cross
sections requires cross section expressions compatible
with the SL-END classical nuclear dynamics. Those
expressions are the semiclassical cross sections that are
obtained from their corresponding quantum expres-
sions evaluated in the limit of �h! 0 (Atomic units are
dropped in that expression) with different semiclassical
techniques [42,43]. In many scattering situations with
SL-END, differential cross sections (DCS) d�

i!f
(	)=d�

can be accurately evaluated with the following semi-
classical expression obtained from its corresponding
quantum DCS expression through the stationary phase
approximation [42,43]

d�
i!f
ð	Þ

d�
¼

XN
m¼1

fmð	Þ

�����
�����
2

¼
XN
m¼1

b1=2m A
fð Þ

BCðbmÞ

�����
� sin 	 bmð Þ½ �

d	 bð Þ

db

� �
b¼bm

( )�1=2������
2

ð18Þ

where 	(b) is the scattering angle of the final projectile
Aq as a function of its initial impact parameter b; bm
are the impact parameters of the m (1�m�N )
classical trajectories (‘branches’) that end up with Aq

scattered into the angle 	(bm) and with a scattering
amplitude fm(	). However, the previous expression
exhibits unphysical singularities at angles 	R¼ 	(bR)
where ½d	ðbÞ:/db�b¼bR¼0 (rainbow angle singularity
[42,43]) and where 	 ¼ 0

�

or 180
�

(forward and
backward glory angle singularities, respectively [42]).
On and near those scattering directions, other semi-
classical DCS expressions obtained with techniques
more sophisticated than the stationary phase approx-
imation used for Equation (18) are required (e.g., the
transitional Airy, uniform Airy, transitional Pearcey,
and uniform Pearcey approximations for rainbow
angle singularities [43]; glory angle corrections [42],
etc.). The utilization of those semiclassical techniques
to evaluate DCS from SL-END simulations are
discussed in detail in [36]. The most common DCS
singularity is that of a single rainbow angle 	R
produced by the coalescence of two close scattering
trajectories in the direction 	R. For that case, the most
accurate semiclassical approximation is the uniform
Airy approximation [42,43]. In that approach, the
two scattering amplitudes fm(	) in Equation (18)
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corresponding to the coalescing trajectories (say, those
with m¼ 2 and 3) are replaced by one scattering
amplitude f U:Airy

23 ð	Þ [43]

f U:Airy
23 ð	Þ ¼ �1=2 exp i A23 �

1
4�

	 
� �
Bþ 	ð Þ


1=4
23 Ai �
23ð Þ

h
� iB� 	ð Þ


�1=4
23 Ai0 �
23ð Þ

i
;

B� 	ð Þ ¼ f2 	ð Þ
�� ��� f3 	ð Þ

�� �� ð19Þ

where A23(	) and 
12ð	Þ are functions of the SL-END
action along the two close trajectories, and Ai and Ai0

the Airy function and its first derivative [43].
A uniform-airy DCS does not exhibit an unphysical
rainbow angle singularity at 	R, but instead it exhibits a
bounded rainbow angle peak at a slightly different
scattering direction 	 in agreement with experiments.
More complicated situations involving a higher
number and/or different types of singularities can be
treated satisfactorily with more sophisticated semiclas-
sical techniques [42,43]. A pedagogical account of the
semiclassical evaluation of DCS from SL-END simu-
lations is given in Ref. [21]. Semiclassical integral cross
sections (ICS) can be evaluated in a similar way [36,42].

The described CS procedure to evaluate state-
resolved cross sections with SL-END has been suc-
cessfully applied to a great variety of ion-molecule
collisions at intermediate collisional energies. A first
application was an exhaustive SL-END study of the
benchmark system Hþþ H2 at ELab¼30 eV [15,16].
The main quantitative results from that study were
vibrationally-resolved DCS and ICS (A

ð f Þ
BC¼A

ð f Þ
vib ) for

the non-charge-transfer processes Hþ þH2

ðvi ¼ 0Þ!Hþ þH2 ðvf¼ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). Those calculated
results were in excellent agreement with available
experimental data [15,16] and performed better than
other theoretical results with the transition surface
hopping model and the infinite order sudden approx-
imation [15,16]. That study firmly demonstrated the
accuracy of the canonical CS quantum reconstruction
procedure within SL-END to calculate the mentioned
properties. The same approach was employed to
calculate total (i.e. non-vibrationally- and non-
rotationally-resolved) non-charge-transfer (NCT),
charge-transfer (CT), and complete (¼NCTþCT)
DCS in the following systems at ELab¼ 30 eV
[15–18,20–22,36]:

All those calculated DCS compared well with available
experimental results [15–18,20–22,36]. In the first three
systems listed in Equation (20), calculations of energy
transfers for the NCT processes were also preformed
[15–18]. Those calculations are closely related to those
of the NCT DCS. The calculated energy transfers
compared satisfactorily with available experimental
results [15–18]. Finally, calculations of rotationally–
resolved DCS (A

ð f Þ
BC¼A

ð f Þ
rot ) in ion-molecule and atom-

molecule collisions are currently underway in the
author’s research group.

3. Present CS efforts with the SL-END theory

The previous CS aspects and capabilities of SL-END
can stimulate further explorations and developments.
In fact, those capabilities have utilized only a fraction
of the various resources available in the vast realm of
the CS theory [27]. Many additional CS efforts within
the END framework can be conceived. However, only
a few CS-END efforts under development in the
author’s research group will be discussed here. Those
efforts include: (1) A time-dependent (TD)
Kohn–Sham (KS) density-functional-theory (DFT)
direct-dynamic method in the END framework,
named END/KSDFT henceforth [37,44], (2) a novel
CS approach to classical-electrostatics charge-
equilibration models [35], and (3) a CS path-integral
approach [27] to END.

An obvious disadvantage of SL-END is its exclu-
sion of important electron correlation effects. One way
to overcome that limitation is to go beyond the
SL-END single-determinantal representation and
incorporate post-Hartree–Fock methods [10] into the
END framework (e.g. a multi-configurational repre-
sentation [11]) as exemplified by the higher-level END
models [3]. However, the resulting dynamical equa-
tions from those models will be computationally
expensive. Alternatively, a more feasible approach is
to retain the SL-END single-determinantal represen-
tation and include electron correlation via the
TDKSOFT [45–48]. That approach leads to the new
END/KSDFT method [37,44]. Like SL-END [1–3],
END/KSDFT adopts a classical-mechanics descrip-
tion for the nuclei and a quantum single-determinant
representation for the electrons. More precisely, the

Hþ þH2! Hþ þH2 ðNCTÞ; Hþ þH2 ! HþHþ2 ðCTÞ;
Hþ þ CH4! Hþ þ CH4 ðNCTÞ; Hþ þ CH4! Hþ CHþ4 ðCTÞ;
Hþ þH2O! Hþ þH2O ðNCTÞ; Hþ þH2O! HþH2O

þ
ðCTÞ;

Hþ þ C2H2! Hþ þ C2H2 ðNCTÞ; Hþ þ C2H2! Hþ C2H
þ
2 ðCTÞ;

Hþ þHF! Hþ, 0 þHF0,þ ðCompleteÞ; Hþ þ CF4! Hþ, 0 þ CF0,þ
4 ðCompleteÞ:

ð20Þ
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END/KSDFT wavefunction is formally identical to
the SL-END one: j�END=KSDFTi ¼j�Ni �ej i[37], but
now the Thouless single-determinant state j�ei¼ jz,Ri
is interpreted as a KS wavefunction [37,45–48]. Thus,
jz,Ri through reference to an auxiliary system of non-
interacting electrons provides its density �ðr; z, z�,RÞ as
the exact electron density of the actual system of
interacting electrons if the exchange-correlation poten-
tial vxc �½ �ðr, tÞ (or, equivalently, the exchange-correla-
tion part of the action Axc �½ �) is known exactly [37,45–
48]. In practice, neither vxc �½ �ðr, tÞ nor Axc �½ � is known
in an exact form, but various good approximations to
them are available [46–48]. Following TDKSDFT
prescriptions, the SL-END Lagrangian, Equation (6),
can be transformed into the END/KSDFT Lagrangian
LEND=KSDFT ½R,P, �� ¼LEND=KSDFT ½R,P, z, z

�� if its
electronic part Ee½R, z, z

�� is recast into a TDKSDFT
form [45–48]:

EEND=KSDFT
e ½R, z, z��

¼
z,Rh jT̂e z,Rj i

z,Rh jz,Ri
þ

Z
dr�ðr; z, z�,RÞvextðr;RÞ

þ
1

2

Z Z
drdr0

� r; z, z�,Rð Þ� r0; z, z�,Rð Þ

r� r0j j

þ Egs
xc � r; z, z�,Rð Þ½ � ð21Þ

whose terms are the KS kinetic, external-potential,
classical self-repulsion, and exchange-correlation
energies, respectively. The external potential
vextðr;RÞ¼�

PNN

i¼1 Zijr� Rij
�1 is caused by the

moving classical nuclei. In Equation (21) the adiabatic
approximation to Axc ½�� [46–48] is employed since Egs

xc

½�� is any of the available ground-state, time-indepen-
dent, KSDFT exchange-correlation energy functionals.
In the adiabatic approximation, the exchange-correla-
tion part of the action is Axc ½�� 
Aadia:

xc ½�� ¼
R t2
t1
dtEgs

xc

½��, and the exchange-correlation potential vxc½��ðr, tÞ

vadia:xc ½��ðr, tÞ¼v

gs
xc½ ~��ðrÞ

��
~� rð Þ¼� r, tð Þ

, where vgsxc½��ðrÞ is any
of the available ground-state, time-independent
exchange-correlation potentials. The adiabatic approx-
imation is extensively used in linear-response
TDKSDFT calculations of excitation energies [46–
48]. In dynamics, the adiabatic approximation was
employed in the TDKSDFT direct-dynamics method
by Theilhaber [49], where it rendered satisfactory
dynamical results. By construction, the adiabatic
approximation should work well with slow-evolving
electron densities that remain near the ground state.
However, previous TDKSDFT experience [47,48]
suggests that the adiabatic approximation, even in
its harsher local-density form [46–48], can work
acceptably with some processes beyond the slow and
near-ground-state regime. In addition, the adiabatic
approximation leads to causal exchange-correlation

kernels [46–48]. For those reasons, the adiabatic
approximation is suitably adopted for the first version
of END/KSDFT. More accurate approximations to
Axc½�� [46–48] will be tried in the future. The applica-
tion of the TDVP to the END/KSDFT action
AEND=KSDFT½R,P, �� ¼AEND=KSDFT½R,P, z, z

�� associ-
ated with the END/KSDFT Lagrangian leads to the
END/KSDFT dynamical equations [37]. Those equa-
tions outwardly look like the SL-END ones,
Equations (8) and (9), but have all its terms recast in
a TDKSDFT form.

The END/KSDFT method will be very useful for
the dynamical simulation of large chemical systems
with inclusion of electron correlation effects at a
relatively low computational cost. Through
END/KSDFT, the Thouless CS set encounters the
new application of representing a single-determinantal
state in a TDKSDFT dynamical context. A prelimi-
nary result of the END/KSDFT method is given in
Figure 1. There, four snapshots of an END/KSDFT/
B3LYP/6-31G** simulation of the HþþHF collision at
ELab¼ 30 eV is shown. In Figure 1, the small balls
represent the nuclei (green ball¼F, gray balls¼H)
and the coloured clouds, electron density isosurfaces
increasing in value through the sequence: blue, green,
yellow, and red. The snapshots correspond to four
different times of a simulated process lasting 24.2 fs
(1000 a.u. of time). The Hþ projectile coming from the

left collides with the upright HF molecule
	
H
F



causing

rotational, vibrational, and electronic excitations on
the target during its flyby. Although temporary elec-
tron transfers from HF to Hþ occur during the
reactants’ closest approach, the scattered projectile
leaves the HF molecule as Hþ without gaining an
electron. Additional theoretical details of the END/
KSDFT method along with its applications to relevant
chemical systems are given in Ref. [37].

The canonical and rotational CS sets have been
used to reconstruct some level of quantum description
from the classical nuclear dynamics of SL-END
simulations [15,16,28]. In those procedures, the
involved CS sets establish connections between
quantum- and classical-mechanics descriptions of the
nuclear degrees of freedom. The Thouless CS set did
not play such a quantum-classical mediating role in
SL-END because its role was to describe a quantum
electronic dynamics. However, in the context of the
so-called quantum/classical (Q/C) methods [50–57],
classical electronic descriptions are routinely adopted
for the peripheral region of large systems as a way
to reduce the computational cost. In some Q/C
methods, that classical electronic description entails
classical-electrostatics charge densities in lieu of
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quantum wavefunctions and/or quantum electron

densities. For instance, the charge equilibration (CE)

[56,57] model represents the atoms in a molecule as a

set of fluctuating charges in a classical-electrostatics

fashion. In a system of NAtom atoms having atomic

charges: fQA,QB, . . .QNAtom
g, the CE energy ECE

Molecule is

[57]

ECE
MoleculeðQA,QB, . . .QNAtom

Þ

¼
XNAtom

A

ðEA0 þ ��AQA þ �
0
AQ

2
AÞ

þ
XNAtom

A5B

JCE
AB ðRABÞQAQB ð22Þ

where EA0 are the neutral atom energies, ��A
environment-perturbed Mulliken electronegativities,

�0A absolute atomic hardnesses, and JCEABðRABÞ¼

JABðRABÞ¼ð�A�Aj�B�BÞ Coulomb integrals of the

atomic orbitals on atoms A and B at separation RAB.

While the previous terms still have a quantum-
mechanical origin, the energy expression ECE

Molecule is in
a classical-electrostatics form. This prompts the ques-
tion about whether it is possible to formulate a CS
procedure analogous to those for the nuclear case that
can establish a connection between quantum and
classical-electrostatics descriptions for the electronic
degrees of freedom. Notice that in this new context one
is not interested in reconstructing a quantum descrip-
tion from a classical one, but conversely in extracting a
convenient classical description from a quantum one.
The answer to that question for the case of the CE
model is positive: such a procedure exists [35] and
involves a CS set formulated with valence-bond (VB)
[10] states. In that CS/VB approach [35], a generalized
CE model is obtained from a quantum VB model in
conjunction with the CS theory by a series of well-
defined rules and approximations. That generalized CE
model contains the traditional CE model as a subcase.
However, unlike its CE subcase, the generalized CE

Figure 1. Four snapshots of an END/KSDFT/B3LYP/6-31G** simulation of HþþHF at ELab¼ 30 eV. Snapshots times are
shown in fs. The small balls represent the nuclei (green ball¼F, black balls¼H) and the coloured contours, electron density
isosurfaces increasing in value through the sequence: blue, green, yellow, and red. The snapshots show an inelastic scattering
process. [This figure can be viewed in colour online.]
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model can provide a satisfactory charge-transfer

description at molecular dissociations that allows the
use of that model for reactive processes. Moreover, the
formulation of the generalized CE model demonstrated
for the first time that the CE charges and CE Coulomb

interaction terms (JCE
AB ðRABÞQAQB in Equation (22))

have their origin in the VB Mulliken charges and VB
atomic interaction terms, respectively. Those precise
demonstrations overcame previous CE phenomeno-

logical derivations of the CE charges and CE Coulomb
interaction terms. The CS/VB approach will play a key
role in incorporating the CE model and other elec-
tronic hybrid Q/C methods into the END framework.

The resulting END/Q/C methodologies will be com-
putationally efficient to simulate the dynamics of large
systems.

As mentioned in the Introduction, another possible
role of the CS sets in SL-END is to derive the SL-END

dynamical equations via the CS path-integral repre-
sentation of the propagator [27]. The CS theory has a
long and productive relationship with the path-integral
approach to quantum mechanics [27], but there have

been no attempts to connect END with that approach
thus far. Following previous CS development [27],
it would be possible to derive the SL-END dynamical
equations via a CS path-integral approach that
employs the CS sets associated with SL-END, espe-

cially the canonical and the Thouless CS sets. That
approach to SL-END not only has a high theoretical
value but also a practical one since it will bring about
fruitful interactions between SL-END and established

semiclassical methods that utilize the canonical CS set
[29,30]. The CS path-integral approach to SL-END
is currently under development in the author’s
research group.
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